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QUESTION 1

Which Web-based validation tool is used to validate Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)? 

A. www.cynthiasays.com 

B. www.validator.w3.org 

C. www.vischeck.com 

D. www.jigsaw.w3.org 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Marsha has been hired by XYZ, Inc., to update the company Web site. Marsha discovers that the existing Web pages
were structured using tables. Marsha needs to explain to XYZ why the Web site needs to be recoded in HTML5 with
CSS controlling the structure of the document. What is the most important reason for using HTML5 and CSS? 

A. The updates will increase user traffic to the site. 

B. The updates will improve the overall look and feel of the Web site. 

C. The Web site can be interpreted by any HTML5-compliant browser, including mobile devices. 

D. The Web site will rank higher in many search engines results, as long as the search engine bot recognizes the code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When developing a Web site, which of the following actions would be considered unethical? 

A. Borrowing music from another site with the owner\\'s written permission 

B. Creating new code that provides a look and feel similar to another site 

C. Linking your site to another site with permission 

D. Copying some code from another Web site 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Web developers typically include comments in their code for which reason? 

A. To insert server-side programs, such as JavaScript 
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B. To communicate performance issues to site visitors 

C. To explain the purpose of code sections to other developers 

D. To declare which version of HTML each part of the code is using 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Prior to HTML5, structuring a Web site using style sheets with the 
 tag and its ,dattribute has been an acceptable practice to govern the document\\'s structure. With the emergence of
HTML5, what five new elements were introduced for more effectiveness? 

A. , , , ,  

B. , , , ,  

C. , , , ,  

D. , , , ,  

Correct Answer: A 
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